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The first edition of Programming Visual Basic .NET has been one of the most popular .NET books since its release in April 2002. Many readers have reviewed it on Amazon. com, citing it as one of the best .NET Framework books they’ve encountered. It is often the only Visual Basic book in Amazon’s list of top sellers in the Computer and Internet category. Being on that list for 18 months is in itself quite remarkable, considering that books of this type typically become obsolete in a couple of months.

Which leads us to this question: why write a completely revised second edition if readers seem so satisfied with the original book? After all, I could have just uploaded some new material on my www.vb2themax.com Web site, as I’ve done for minor fixes and typo reports.

As a matter of fact, when Microsoft released Visual Studio .NET 2003 and version 1.1 of the .NET Framework in spring 2003, I thought that a new edition of the book was unnecessary and that making some notes available online would suffice. Like many developers, I initially perceived the new versions as minor upgrades from previous ones, but then I realized that many applications written for version 1.0 behave differently (or don’t work at all) under the new version. The truth is many areas of the .NET Framework changed remarkably in version 1.1—most notably ASP.NET and Web services— and both Visual Studio .NET and Visual Basic .NET themselves have evolved from its initial 2002 release. Not being aware of the new features means missing an opportunity to make your code run faster and more reliably, plus it means wasting a lot of time and energy tweaking the code to have it run under .NET Framework version 1.1.

These kinds of problems became more critical with the release of Windows Server 2003, which improves on Windows 2000 Server in areas such as Component Services, Internet Information Services, and security. If you write enterprise-level applications, you should absolutely take advantage of the improved robustness, scalability, and security in Windows Server 2003. Alas, some of the information provided in the first edition of the book—especially in the chapters on ASP.NET—is outdated and of little use under the newest version of the operating system. (This holds true for most books based on version 1.0 of the .NET Framework.)

The last—and decisive—factor that convinced me to write a completely new book was the opportunity to cover a few important topics that I left out in the first edition—namely, PInvoke, COM Interop, COM+, remoting, code access security, and Windows Forms applications over HTTP—and to illustrate techniques that I learned after the first edition was published. A new edition also allows me to improve chapters with new descriptions and more focused code examples.
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An Introduction to Quantum Computing AlgorithmsBirkhauser, 2001

	In 1994 Peter Shor [65] published a factoring algorithm for a quantum computer that finds the prime factors of a composite integer N more efficiently than is possible with the known algorithms for a classical com puter. Since the difficulty of the factoring problem is crucial for the se curity of a public key encryption system,...
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Computational Science - ICCS 2004: 4th International Conference, KrakГіw, Poland, June 6-9, 2004, Proceedings, Part ISpringer, 2004
The four-volume set LNCS 3036, LNCS 3037, LNCS 3038 and LNCS 3039 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Computational Science, ICCS 2004, held in Kraków, Poland in June 2004.
The four volumes present more than 550 reviewed contributed and invited papers of the main conference and its 30 workshops....
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Professional Web 2.0 Programming (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Web 2.0 architecture opens up an incredible number of options for flexible web design, creative reuse, and easier updates. Along with covering the key languages and techniques of Web 2.0, this unique book introduces you to all of the technologies that make up Web 2.0 at a professional level. Throughout the chapters, you'll find code for several...
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Introduction to Antibody Engineering (Learning Materials in Biosciences)Springer, 2020

	
		This highly readable textbook serves as a concise and engaging primer to the emerging field of antibody engineering and its various applications. It introduces readers to the basic science and molecular structure of antibodies, and explores how to characterize and engineer them. Readers will find an overview of the latest methods in...
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Setting Up and Running a Therapy BusinessRoutledge, 2020

	
		Setting Up and Running a Therapy Business provides a succinct, practical, and accessible guide for counsellors starting out in private practice as well as for more experienced practitioners who would like advice on how to continue to attract a larger clientele.

	
		This second edition has been...
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Beyond Bullets: Creative Journaling Ideas to Customize Your Personal Productivity SystemUlysses Press, 2017

	FUN, COLORFUL, AND CREATIVE SUGGESTIONS FOR THE NEWEST PRODUCTIVITY PHENOMENON.

	

	Going beyond basic tools, this book offers tips, tricks and creative ways to transform your notebook into a treasured life companion, including:

	

	• Ornamental lettering

	• Personalized habit trackers...
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